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Soviet Russia

By J. M. Pelikan
Engineer, Union Switch & Signal Compony, Swir.svale, Pa.

Electro-pneumatic interlock
ing machine and remote
control levers at Pavshino

Post-revolution reconstruction of Russian railroads in
volves signaling patterned after American methods
... Alternative of double-tracking existing single
track lines is avoided in solution of traffic problem

Th. old end the new ..•
The cross on the mechan
ical signal signifies that
this signal is' out of servic~

SOVIET ROSSIA'S five-year plan included the
huge task of reconstructing their transportation
system, which had almost been wrecked during

the years of civil, war following the revolution. Mod
ern signals and interlocking played, and are playing,
an important role in solving the many operating prob
lems presented by the increasing traffic.

Since the present Bolshevik government did not, un
til 1921, get complete control of what is now known as
Soviet Russia, it was too busy with its political and
military troubles prior to that date to do more than
keep the main lines in operation for the purpose of
supplying the various armies. During those days there
was a shortage of everything, and thousands of box
cars and passenger cars were used as housings for
soldiers and officers, and for the "commissars" and
their staffs. In central Russia and the Siberian steppes
there are very few trees. In these regions, due to lack
of fuel in the winter, hundreds of box cars and miles
of ties were burned up for fuel in those turbulent
times. Miles of cars stood on sidings for three to five
years without being used. People would camp at sta
tions for weeks hoping for a train to pull out. Since
there were no regular railroad employes, excepting
those in the service of the armies and the "commissars,"
a group of people, all of whom had the same general
destination, would commandeer for their journey an
engine and a few box cars in the station yard. The
trip from Moscow to Rostoff, which is about 1,000
miles, would take anywhere from one to three weeks.
If the engine ran out of fuel, the passengers would get
off and cut some wood and in some cases even break up
a box car for fuel. If the locomotive broke down, the
train stayed on the main track until another train came
along and pushed it to a siding.

One of the first and greatest tasks which faced the
present Soviet government after it had obtained full
control of the country, was to repair the damage which
had been done to the railway system. This task, ac
cording to Soviet statistics, was practically accom
plished by the fall of 1928. Although the amount of
rolling stock and motive power was not as great in 1928
as in 1913, the year on which Soviet Russia bases all
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of its pre-war statistics, the railroads of Soviet Russia
hauled as many ton-miles of freight in 1928 as they did
in 1913, and even more passengers. This was made
possible by increasing car and train loads and by em
ploying extremely large repair forces to keep the equip
ment in shape for the intensive use to which it was
subjected.

The five-year plan contemplated that the railroads
would haul, in 1933, twice as much freight and twice
as many passengers as in 1928. This would, of course,
necessitate a great increase in rolling stock and power
equipment, as well as many improvements of the road
beds. Since the Soviet government could not afford to
buy modern heavy locomotives and rolling stock from
foreign countries, it had to plan on lIsing equipment

their problem. In the course of their studies, they
found that American railroads had been able, over a
period of years, to increase their ton and passenger
mileage without adding trackage, and in some cases
even with a reduction in trackage. In the United
States, it was the introduction of signaling, plus the use
of heavier equipment, that accomplished this. Since
there was no immediate hope of greatly increasing the
weight of the equipment in Russia, they decided that
signaling would have to be stressed more heavily.

The so-called progressives in Soviet Russian railroad
circles believed that automatic block signaling would
solve Russia's railroad traffic problems, and autonlatic
block !\ignaling was soon hailed as being more impor
tant than equipping their freight cars with air-brakes.

Group of Russian
engineers, with a
test motor·car ...
Note the two-oxle
freight CO" in the

rear

End of remote-controlled
possing siding ot Opolikho

of its own manufacture, most of which was very light.
The average Soviet locomotive can haul from 1,000 to
3,000 tons and the average freight car holds around 16
tons, being a two-axle car.

Solution of Problem Found in Signaling

Since most of the main lines were already loaded to
within 80 or 90 per cent of their capacity in 1928, the
five-year plan required one of two things to be done:
Either a considerable mileage of tracks would have to
be added to the present system, or the traffic problem
would have to be solved by means of signaling. The
latter course was chosen as the most practicable anel
efficient.

The Russians looked to America for a solution of

despite the lamentable fact that most of their freight
cars even to this day are equipped only with hand
brakes. The track-circuiting of their interlockings has
also been overlooked; in fact, interlockings seem to be
one of the weakest points on Russian railroads today.

About the time these studies were being made, a con
tract was given to the German concern of Sieniens &
Halske for the installation of reverse-running signaling
on a three-track stretch of railroad, then being elec
trified, between Moscow and Mitistchi, a distance of 30
kilometers. This included an all-electric interlocking
at the Moscow Northern Railroad terminal, and two
small electric interlockings-one at Losinostrovskaya
and one at an intermediate station, Moscow III.

However, these installations were not considered as
typical of the signal installations which would be neces
sary on 1110St of the Soviet railroads, which were mostly
single track. For this reason, several commissions
were sent to America, the home of A. P. B. signaling,
to study signaling methods. One of these commissions
came to America in the early part of 1929 with authori
ty to buy signal material for a trial installation on 110
kilometers of single track, between Pokrovsko, a
suburb of Moscow, and Volokolamsk, on the Vindav
sky Line of the Moscow, White Russia & Baltic. The
material was bought from the Union Switch & Signal
Company and arrived in Russia in the fall of 1929.
The installation was placed in service in February, 1931.

As this was a trial installation, the Soviets wanted
to try several types of apparatus in order to determine
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which suited their conditions the best. One section
was equipped with a-c. signaling, another with d-c.
floating battery, and a tbird with primary battery.
Color-light signals were used throughout, excepting at
one interlocking in which searchlight signals were
used.

On the first 60 kilometers, extending from Pokrovsko
to New Jerusalem, the signaling equipment is a-c., oper
ating at 50 cycles, 110 volts, with a 6,600-volt 3-phase
high-tens·ion line. In this territory there is one Type-F
high-voltage d-c. interlocking, at Pavshino, a four
track station of the type commonly seen in Russia and
Europe. A Model-14 IS-lever control machine 'is used
in this interlocking. The track circuits are a-c. and
the control circuits within the interlocking are la-volt
doc. Union rectifiers charge the switch operating and
control-circuit battery. The signals are of the search
light type and are lighted from the a-c. source without
any standby. Switch movements are llO"volt doc.
Style-M2 type.

Two sidings, each five miles from Pavshino, are re
motely controlled from Pavshino by direct-wire cir
cuits. Each of these sidings has two switches and four
signals, and each is controlled by a four-lever non
interlocked circuit controller, with a ininiature track
model above the levers. These four-lever control units
are mounted on either side of the Model-14 machine at
the Pavshino tower. The operator thus has control of
three passing sidings and approximately 10 miles of
single-track territory. The switch movements at the
remote-control sidings are of the M-20 dual-control
type, operated from 24 volts doc. The signals at these
sidings, as well as in all of the rest of the territory,
with the exception of Pavshino, are 'of the R-2 color
light type, using 8-volt lamps. The track circuits at
these sidings are also a-c. The local control circuits
at each end of the siding operate on 10 volts d-c.

Besides the above three interlockings, there are in
this territory four other stations which have three
tracks each. These sidings were formerly equipped
with wire-pulled mechanical interlockings of the Sie
mens & Halske type, which were modified by the addi
tion of track circuits, by the equipment of the route
levers with Union Model-12 a-c. locks, and by the addi
tion of table-lever interlockers for the control of the
signals. The electrical circuits at these mechanical in
terlockings are arranged so that detector and approach
locking of the route levers, is effected. The table inter
locker signal levers are locked in their normal or center
position, and are so interlocked electrically with the
electric locks on the route levers, that the signal levers
cannot be moved to their extreme right or left .position
unless the swich levers are in their proper position and
are locked by a route lever.

The d-c. floating-battery section extends from New
Jerusalem to Chismena, 40 kilometers. Here the 8-volt
line circuits are energized by RT-ll rect~fiers. Style-R2
light signals, and storage-battery track circuits using
RT-Il rectifiers, are used. At Kholsheviki a low
voltage Type-F interlocking, operated from a six-lever
table-interlocking machine, handles the three-track
station. In this section there are three other three
track stations, which are equipped with mechanic,!1
wire-pulled interlocking machines of the Max Udele
type. These were modified with the same electrical

features as the mechanical interlockings in the a-c.
territory, using in this case Union Model-12 doc. elec
tric locks on the route levers, doc. trickle-charged detec
tor track circuits, and d-c. table-lever interlockers [or
the control of the signals.

The third part of the installation is a 20-kilometer
primary-battery sec t i 0 'n, using approach-lighted
Style-R-2 signals. This section also includes a four
track station which has a mechanical interlocking of
the Max Udele type, electri0ally modified in the same
manner as the interlockings in the trickle-charge terri
tory. The circuits in the automatic territory are of the
polarized-line three-wire A. P. B. type. Since every
siding is interlocked and the entering and leaving sig
nals are controlled by an operator who is at all times
in communication with the dispatcher, the installation
is in effect a dispatcher-control system and has the
same traffic capacity.

Some Interesting Sidelights

As much of the material used was of Soviet manu
facture, the installation has many interesting and Qdd
features. Because of the lack of fiber in Soviet Russia,

Typical double location in automatic territory

the insulated Joints are made of wood, and therefore
are mechanically very weak. In the summer months,
when the rails expand, taking up most of the slack, the
end pieces, which are made of leather, are smashed,
and the result is that there are many broken-down' in
sulated joints. The section gangs are kept busy driv
ing the rails back from the wooden joints in the
summer time.

A second feature is the use of iron line wire which
corresponds in size to our No.4 A. W. G. Iron wire
haQ to be used because of the scarcity of copper. A
third feature was the use of parkway cable, the indi-
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Double - Filament Lamp With
Dividing Screen Gives Burn

Out Indication
By Charles Adler, Jr.

5,gMI Eng'n. M" yland & P "",ylvon'd Rdil",.d, ~,It,mor., Md,

THE allllu,t universal u,c of lIght signals L>y the rail
roads of th s country ha,; brought to the fore the

pmblel11 of gnarding agailht failure of the incandescent
source of illumination \\Then a failme of this naturt'
,lC( m's u a sig-n'tl dependent upon a single incandescent
lamp for tJ e di,play of its aspect, two undesirable con
Ihtion~ -r creo'ed: First, the I'o~sibility of a delay
to tram 1110venlt nt,; and <e'cond, tbe potential danger
of an engineman's failure to see the signal, in its un
lig-hted crmdition.
~One of the important fl1ncti(ln" of light ,ignals is the

protection oi highway trar-til' at rail mad (rossings., and
it is of par;ll11otll1t importance that the standard aspect
of two red lights flashing alternately, be kept uniform
at all times. The burning Ollt of a lamp in one of the
fla,hing units will calise this wig-wag form of indica
tion to be changd to that produced by a single fl3.shing
lanm Such 1I1 indication may at night he readily con
fused wi'h the con,tantly flashil1g highway beacon
lights v111('h l1ave a meaning" foreign to th3t of the
highway-cro5'1l1g ,ignal. .

Recognizing the importance of the lamp-outage prob
lem. the ?lran'land & Pennsylvania has 1I1stalled in its
alternate-fla,liing-light signal at Cold Spring Lane
crossing in Baltimore. double-filament screened lamp'
recently developed and made available by the Union
Switch & Signal Company. This type of lamp is con
structed with two filaments p1ctced parallel with each
other and slightly spaced by a centrally located metal
screen. Nonnall', both filaments are incandescent and

Po,ition.light dworfs signal-Note c!O.,.cut division of light in loft
unrt in whic.h one filament is burned out

the entire bulb b illuminated. Ho\\'e\'cf. upun the fail
ure of either filament. the screen causes the lamp to
be divided into contrasting- bright and dark halves
This effect is reproduced all the signal lens and thus
gives nnmi takable notification that the lamp should
be replacec!. At the same time brilliant illumination is
still provided on the bright half of the lens, enabling-

the sl".lal to be read clearly. To guard ~,;a.nst \ e pos
sibilit y of the sin'uJtaneous failure of I (Ith filaments of
the lamp, the filaments are con5tructe(1 of ,lightly till

equally rated life.

A ,m.1I mot.1 ,h,old is mountod botw••n tho two lil.monts

While installing the screened lamps at Cold Spnng
Lane crossing. a sample lamp ha\ ing one filament dis
connected, \ 'as placed in one of the signal units, and
the telltale failure indication produced on the lens IV as
clear-cnt and arrestive. Tbe maintenance men wcre
shown thl. indication and instructed to inspect the sig
nal at regular intervals, replacing' the lamp behind am'
lens showing the failure aspect. Tbe sample lamp was
then removed, and lamps having both filaments opera
tive, were permanently installed, The illumination given
hy the new lamps was found to be equal in brilliancy to
that afforded by tho~e of similar wattage formerly used.
Other light signals on the !\laryland & Pennsylvania
\\'111 be equipped with the screened lamps in the near
future.

-Russian Signaling
(Cont·itl'ued from page 60)

'slowry learning that they cannot build up an industry
over night, but must g-o through the same process of
mistakes and experiences\vhich was gone through in
capitalistic countries,

The original five-year plan called for the construc
tion of from 15,000 to 20,000 kilometers of automatic
signaling on. the.. Soviet railroads. What has actual1y
been done is sh;own by the' following excerpt from the
report to the centraI.:committee of railroads by Comrade
Andreyeff, minister of railroads, w.hich was published
in the Soviet Official newspaper, "Pravda," on· pecem
ber 14, 1932; "In the field of semi-automatic block
signaling, t1')e plan w?os fulfili~d201 per cent, Twelve
hundred five kil0111eters have been installed,and at last
this. year :we have made a serious beginning in the.field
of, automatic signaling. On the first of January, 1932,
we had 195 kilometers of automatic block signaling.
This year we evidently will have 700 additional kilo
meters of our own Soviet-made automatic block sig
naling."


